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CALL FOR COPY
WE WANT YOUR STORIES ! Our soal is to bring
you news, information and anecdotes-on the topic oT
Stage combat. We can't do it without your contributions, so tell us what you want to know or what you
thinkwe should know. Got some fighting words? S-end
them to Moulinet: AnAction Quarterly.
Articles, interviews, features - 300-1000 words. Reviews

-

100-300 words.
Mail all submissions to MOULINET, P.O. Box 392,

La Grange, Illinois 60525 or e-mail

to
fightingwords @hotmail.com (include ground-mail
address and"/or telephone number)

in copies. All rights return to the authors.
DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE IS
31, July 2009

Payment

-

$5 for 1-25 words, $10 for 26-50
words. (Boxes, graphics, etc., $10 with camera-ready copy.)

ADVERTISEMENTS

Check out the
Society of American

Fight Directors

a

website
at

tttwtt.safdorg

Mary Shen Barnidge is a freelance writer and theatre critic for
Chicago's Windy City Times. She is a member of the American
Theatre Critics Association, Poets & Writers, Inc. and a Friend
in the Society Of American Fight Directors.
Nick Sandys is preparing to choreograph fights for Macbeth at
First Folio in Oak Brook, as well as doing preliminary research
into American civil war-era ballistics for the world premiere of

False Dqwn (dates to be announced).
Steve Tolin is owner and operator of the Pittsburgh-based TolinFX.
His work has been seen in film and television, and on stages
including eight productions of Inishmore throughout North and
South America.

Chuck CoyI will choreograph fights for the Broadway productton of Superior Donuts this fall.
Jeff Christian is an alumnus of the seminal 1995 hit show The
Fair Maid Of The West. He recently co-ordinated the stunts for
Artistic Home's production of Modigliani
Joe Dempsey has appeared onstage in projects ranging from
Lookingglass Theatre's Around the World In Eighty Days to an
instruction video for the Illinois Department of Motor Vehicles,
and is one of Chicago Equity Theatres' favorite 911 Knights.

Aaron Christensen recently appeared inThe Quiet ManTales at

the Chicago Theatre studio.
David Yondorf is a graduate of Columbia College and a twelvetime recipient of SAFD Examiner's awards for excellence.
Libby Beyreis has been a member of the all-female Babes With
Blades fight troupe since its inception in 1994.
Richard Gilbert & David Gregory together comprise the team
of R & D Choreography and are both former directors ofthe Fight
Shop combat school.
Greg Poljacik recently co-ordinated violence for Frankenstein in
Love,but is best known for his tournament wrestling and street
fighting sequences in Bailiwick Repertory's production of Pins.

Geoff Coates will choreograph outdoor fights for Oak Park
Festival's Cyrano de Bergerac this summer, before juggling
cutlasses and parrots for Lifeline Theatre's fall production of
Treasure Island.

Renaissance Men: TheTrue Story of the Hanl.on-Lees ActionTheater,DYD documentary by Kevin Leeser, starring the stunt-ftoupe
whose debut in 1977 became the prototype for American Renaissance Faire jousts to this day. Foi ordering information, log onto
www. 3alarmcarnival.com
Sword Of Hearts, DVD starring Kathryn Ann Rosen, Amy E.
Harmon and Libby Beyreis of the Babes With Blades. "A rollicking comic adventure in the style of The Princess Bride and The
Thre e M usketeers ". Order from wwwcustomflix.com/206814
San Valentino And The Melancholy Kid, DYD of the smash hit
action-musical by House Productions. "There's more passion,
exuberance, wit, imagination and sheer spirit in the first twenty
minutes than most theatres serve up in an entire season" declared

Chris Jones, reviewing for the Chicago Tribune. Order from

www. thehousetheatre.com
Curse Of The Crying Heart, DYD of part two in Nathan Allen's
action-packed trilogy for House Productions, featuring aerial fights

d la Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon, choreographed by Mar
thew Hawkins. Order from www.the housetheatre.com
Welcome To Reality, DVD by Lokean Productions. What happens when a group of fantasy-gamers enlist the aid of a Medieval
History scholar to embark on an adventure in l0th-century ltalvasit realty was? For information, log onto www.CreateSpdce.cdm
or e-mail lokean@ gmail.com.

THE GALLERY BOOKSTORE

at 923 West BelmontAve. has
back issues of Moulinet: An Action Quarterly. They are now also

available online through Advanced Book Exchange, Gallery
Bookstore Ltd. inventory number 060 (Abe@Abebooks.com).
Price, $4 per issue. For further information, phone William

Fiedler at Gallery Bookstore (773) 975-8200 or e-mail;
ChgosOldst

@

voyager. net

MORE BLooD PER rNISH: Guns, Blood and Dead Cats in
The Lieutenant of Inishmore
"I'd

have never joined if I'd known that catbattering was on the agenda!" declares one of Martin

McDonagh's disgusted hit men. But that's precisely
the crime launching the screwball plot that spools out
like a collaboration between Quentin Tarantino and
Mel Brooks. And if the object of the hunt is a selfstyled patriot who kills, maims and tortures so
casually that even the IRA refuses to admit him, it is
the untimely murder of his dearly-beloved pet that
spurs him to swear revenge on its assassins. Before
his rampage ends, four men-not to mention a second
cat-have been ruthlessly slaughtered, leaving the
stage awash in fur, shell casings, dismembered
corpses and four gallons of blood every performance.
"Does McDonagh just sir there, thinking up
headaches for fight directors?" groans Nick Sandys,
listing the playwright's canon of grotesque motifsa chamber pot emptied into the kitchen sinkinThe
Beauty Queen of Leenane, dozens of plastic religious
icons melted in an oven for The Lonesome West,
gravediggers who amuse themselves by smashing
exhumed skeletons inA Skull In Connemara, and.
now, for that misanthropic author's diatribe on
terrorism-gone-stupid, "Four of the shootings are
execution-style shots to the head at point-blank
range, with two guns held together and fired simultaneously. The scenes are written for semi-automatics,
which not only spew hot lead close to faces, but
require full loads that make too much noise for an
audience sitting so close-and tend to jam, besides.
Revolvers are safer and more reliable, but when you
fire two guns side-by-side, even if the barrels are
plugged, the exhaust will scorch the shooter's hands.
And how about that poor bloke who's strung upsidedown for a whole scene?"
This last problem, ironically, was the easiest
solved, after the portrayer ofthe "poor bloke" agreed
to a regimen of thrice-weekly sessions in gravity
boots until his heart and lungs became accustomed
to pumping uphill. And the butchered corpses of the
rubbed-out gunmen are the creations of Steve Tolin,
a Pittsburgh-based sculptor almost wholly employed
nowadays by technical consultation for productions
of this particular play. Realistic mannequins with
faces custom-built to resemble the deceased,
slathered with a few quarts of blood (the homecooked corn syrup mix, by the way), hacked apart

with carpenters' tools by the owner of the
handyman's shop providing the scene of the crime,
supply the requisite icky chills.
But the kitty-cats are more problematic-both
the ones we see post-mortem and the ones required
by the script to exhibit identifiable feline antics
before being rendered "ex-cats" (as they say on
Monty Python). The original plan to hire trained
beasts from Samantha's Acro-Cats proved too
expensive, leaving Tolin with responsibility for the
whole mewing menagerie.
"There are two cats we see alive-Sir Roger,
whom we keep in a cat-carrier while Donny and
'Davey are allegedly painting him with shoe polish,
and Wee Thomas, whom we put down in the cellar,"
the special-effects artist explains, "Since the carrier's
door faces upstage, all we see of Sir Roger is his
tail-a puppet operated by the two men-while we
hear him meow through a speaker likewise concealed inside. We do something similar with Wee
Thomas-the trap door opens downstage, and what
we see, again, is just the waving tail."
The dead animals-one bludgeoned and the other
shot in his cage-are more difficult. "The real limitation with these props is the fur. Even the best fabric
fur still looks fake when compared with the real
thing-but that's not an option, so I've settled for less
realism on that count," Tolin shrugs, "The bodies are
built in silicone on metal skeletons-the silicone
weight is what makes props look real, besides being
both flexible and durable."
One dead cat does not fit all, however, as Tolin
discovered while advising El Tbniente de Inishmore
in Lima, Peru. "I make all the cats about l0 poundsbased on my own cats-but Peruvian cats are smaller,
so I had to construct new ones while I was there to
match the live ones in the show."
But how to gun down a cat-or people, for that
matter-onstage at short range? Do you compromise
on the usual precautions-shooting lanes, clear fields
of fire, six-foot safety distances? Fortunately, an
alternative metaphor for the violence emerged, based
not on the sound of the gunfire, but the sight of the
carnage following the impact. Since the men have
drawn on each other several times already without
firing, their propensity for aiming at the head has
been established sufficiently for us to assume that

specific body part to be their preferred target.
Thus, as staged by Sandys, the first two aboutto-die fugitives flee to the upstage wall and are
shot from far downstage. When they hear the report
of the assailant's gun, the victims detonate the
carbon dioxide-fueled apparatus mounted on their
foreheads and hidden by their caps, with the triggers
wired down their arms and the tubing attached to
their backs. The white-plaster background surface
is then inundated with a sudden blast of scarlet fluid
(along with wadding to represent shattered bones
and brain matter, for those with the stomach to take
notice of it).
Once the audience acclimates to the notion of
the blood, not the noise, signaling the Grim Reaper's
addition of another name to his inventory, the third
doomed man-shot twice in the chest, but not bleeding profusely-can be dragged into a curtained room
adjacent to the main playing area and his subsequent
agony before deliverance from his excruciation
conveyed by splashes of gory liquid flung onto the
inside of the backlit muslin drapes (accompanied by
appropriate vocals).
Ah, but that still leaves the play's climax, when
young
lady strolls, ever so slowly, behind her
a
boyfriend to let him have it in (where else?) the back
of the head-with all of the audience watching her
every move. For this spectacular stunt, the latter is
seated in an armchair facing downstage, with the
former standing behind him, gun barrel aimed at his
cranial stem-or so we assume, since'as she draws
nearer, the seated victim's body blocks our view. of
precisely where the firearm is pointed, as well as the
solenoid compressed-air cannon mounted on the
chair. When the shot is heard, this device discharges
its cargo into the shooter's face. Never mind that, in
real life, the fatal detrius would be propelled in the
opposite direction, emerging from the dead man's
forehead to puddle up on the floor-the sight of a
pretty girl showered in blood is a powerful boost to
suspension of disbelief.
Even on a good night, when everything goes
off without a hitch, Sandys still complains, "The
guns get covered with thick, sticky, deep-staining
goo. So not only do we have a full set of weapons
offstage to back up all the shots, but we have guns
hidden all over the stage to guard against damp
squibs. Oh, and don't forget the clean-up.The
clean-up is a nightmare!"

PAINLESS RESISTANCE
fights choreographed by Chuck Coyl and
Jeff Christian
Grapple-fights are usually a default decision
precipitated by untrained or under-rehearsed actorshow much harm can a bear-hug inflict, after all?
But often a script will mandate a fight with no intent
to injure-Petruchio's reluctance to beat his shrewish
bride, for example. And even when "soft" violence
is not specified, a simple shake of the lapels, or a
gentle pile-on, is frequently the best choice for
conveying the attitudes of the opponents toward
one another.
In ReginaTaylor's Magnolia, a distraught young
man returns to his kinsmen after participating in an
act of civil disobedience. Overcome with emotions
foreign to his customarily placid nature, his fury has
no concrete target, and his struggle is chiefly with
the comrades who would stop him from reckless
flight. Their goal, then, is to restrain him, and his,to
break free of their protection.
If these were hardened rebels bred from birth in a
culture of violence, one of them might reckon it both
compassionate and efficient to render the fugitive
unconscious-but they aren't, and it isn't. So in
Chuck Coyl's brief, but dramatically significant,
scuffle, there is no throwing of punches or twisting
of arms, bystanders instead rushing in a crowd to
surround-and, in effect, immobilize-the an gui shed
lad until their affirmation of the affection they bear
him serves to calm his agitation.
M.G. Stephens' setting for Our Father is an kish
wake, and its locale in Seanachaf Theatre's production, the back room of an actual north side Pub,
making for a stage approximately the size and shape
of a bowling lane. Since a full-power roundhouse
punch could easily cold-clock a customer on the
follow-through, when brothers are sufficiently
befogged by grief and whiskey to engage in physical
combat, Jeff Christian chooses as their main purpose, not to batter at one another, but to make their
opinions heard. And as is often the dynamic at such
events, the dust-up engendered by one family
member's attempt to command the floor (by
throttling him/trer who holds it for the moment) is
quickly curtailed by other family members
intervening-in one case, bodily lifting one of the
assailants like a potted plant and depositing him
safely at the end of the bar-until a temporary
truce is forged and peace reigns for the moment.

MAURITIUS
fight choreography by Joe Dempsey
It isn't the Maltese Falcon, it isn't the Lost Ark, it
isn't even the Holy Grail. It's a stampnot jast any
stamp, but a rare treasure for whose possession five
people are ready to commit violence. And since these
enthusiasts are not your run-of{he-mill squints-one
is a bona fide underworld shark-the threat of fatal
injury is genuine.
The plot mandates a showdown, of course, but
since it's a man-woman fight, playgoers must be
assured that they are evenly matched, if we are to
permit ourselves to become emotionally involved in
the outcome. Fortunately, the script prefaces the
crucial moment with two scenes apprising us of the
respective adversaries' fitness for combat.
The first occurs in the stamp shop, where gruff
proprietor Philip and sinister collector Sterlingwhom we are given to understand were homeys
before the latter left the 'hood for a career in shady
operations-engage in some casual banter. The tone
of the conversation suddenly takes a cruel turn when
Sterling turns on his former comrade with snakelike
swiftness, twisting the older and weaker man's arm
behind his back until Philip cries out in pain, bringing Dennis, his teenage assistant, running to his aid.
The second unfolds in the home of Jackie, the
young woman who owns the precious postage-or so
she insists to her sister, who disputes her claim to
their late grandfather's collection. As the tension
mounts and the album is passed back and forth,
Jackie's anger leads her to trash the room and finally,
with never a squirm or grimace, to deliver her sibling
a clean, straight-arm punch right to the teeth.
So by the time this pair of ice-in-the-veins
competitors face off over Da Money and Da Goods,
their every utterance crackles with a suspense that
makes the outbreak of physical conflict come almost
as a relief.
It commences with Sterling slapping Jackie's
face. But instead of cowering, as women are
expected to do, she quickly recovers and counters
with a smart jab to the belly. Her startled opponent
rallies, throwing her backward across a table, where
they grapple. Dennis attempts to interfere and is

brushed off like an annoying insect. He presents a
distraction, however, permitting Jackie to roll onto
the floor (thus alerting audiences to why actress
Anne Adams wears so many layers of clothes in
this scene). The furious Sterling follows her down
to wrap an ann around her neck, closing them in
body{o-body contact until they can be parted.

PRIVATE LIVES
fight choreography by David Yondorf
In an age such as ours, when romantic couples
routinely work out together in martial arts classes,
it's hard to imagine the shock that greeted Noel
Coward's portrait of lovebirds who were as likely to
solve their disagreements with fisticuffs as with
fornication. But this brand of spectacle is only
palatable when both opponents are evenly-matchedno easy task when the man is tall and lanky, the
woman short and muscular, and both approaching
middle age. Combat designer David Yondorf, however, heeds the advice of his teacher, fight master
David Woolley-specifically, the principle that in
slapstick cornbat, "It's always better when you can
make a mess".
The fight begins playfully, with Elyot and
Amanda shoving one another close to the phonograph, the latter escalating the firepower by breaking
a record over the former's head (vinyl albums nowadays are thinner and more brittle now than in 1930,
making such stunts safer). Elyot then slaps her, and
she punches him, low. They fall onto the couch
where they proceed to throttle each other, eventually
rising to their feet, arms extended at full-length,
hands locked on each others' throats. Each then
attempts to trip the other by slipping a foot behind
the other's ankle, but this only succeeds in entangling
one ofeach opponents' legs, forcing them to hop
around in a flamingo-ish round dance.
Gradually, they stagger behind the sofa,
where they knock over books and swap a pair
of upstage-downstage punches near the pianofurniture permitting Amanda to scatter sheet music
into the air by way of misdirection, so she can then
catch Elyot in a sort of headlock and bang his head
several times on the keyboard before the fracas
topples the candelabrum. Still grappling, they circle
around to the front of the sofa, where they pummel
one other with the cushions, tumble to the floor and
roll thereupon until the entrance of their horrified

spouses puts an end to the squabble.

At no time do we become unnerved at the
violence, since the tone throughout is that of a
sparring match between rowdy children, neither
combatant intending any real harm to the other.
In real life, a simple who-blinks-first staring contest might serve the same purpose, but that's not as
much fun for spectators.

THE REVENANTS
fight choreography by Aaron Christensen
The pair of George Romero-style "Living Dead"
creatures shackled in the corner seriously undercuts
the romanticism at the foundation of Scott Barsotti's
play. But since we never really buy into the bombshelter aspect of fugitives bunkered down in a
basement with the re-animated corpses of their
respective spouses while nebulous apocalyptic
holocaust reigns outside, the absence of B-movie
hijinks engendered by Aaron Christensen's deliberately undeqplayed violence greatly diminishes the
guffaw-potential of the play's premise. Indeed, if
Barsotti's metaphor was to equate our heroes' attachment to their grotesquely disfigured mates with the
tolerance we extend to loved ones crippled in mind
and/or body by AIDS, cancer or Alzheimer's disease,
then the more sympathetic the conflict, the better.
In pursuit of this goal, Christensen has us witness
a frustrated and alcohol-numbed Gary abusing his
former neighbor with a furious punch or two that
quickly de-escalates to a series ofhalf-hearted slapswhere's the fun in hitting someone who can't hit
back? When the human-in-shape-only monsters bite
the incautious Karen, they do so with no more ferocity
than any feral animals, nor is her subsequent display
of transformative symptoms lingered over with more
lurid sensationalism than necessary. Even when the
doomed victim spits up a mouthful of necrotic bilereplicated, in this case, by what looks to be mushroom
soup-the sight invokes pity rather than revulsion.
There are only a few ways that this story can
end, however, and the early introduction of a
semi-automatic pistol, prominently exhibited and
extravagantly flourished, further reduces the possibilities. (In zombie-film lore, ambulatory cadavers
neednot be wholly reduced to ashes for their souls
to be released, but only renderedbrain-dead.) The
restrictive dimensions of the Angel Island loft make
foleying in the noise of the fatal gunshots a wise
idea, but lest WildClaw Theatre's subscribers go

home disappointed, company "blood jock" Ryan
Oliver's send-off for Brian Amidei's lurching hulk
incoqporates a fountain of gore and skull fragments
spattering dramatically over the white wall against
which he has retreated.

MACBETH
fight choreography by Libby Beyreis
We always knew they could fight, but thanks to
Kevin Heckman's direction, the Babes With Blades
prove that they can act as well. Not even an unexpected relocation from the southeast to the northwest
corners of the city prevent their unigender rendition
of the venerable Scottish Play emerging with text
interpretation to rival what you get at the Pier.
Libby Beyreis' fights also display subrlery
beyond the puppyish rough-housing characteristic of
this all-female troupe. The tragedy's occult themes
mandate some Jacobean bloodletting-Macbeth
slices open his own palm to draw the precious body
fluid that he will offer the weird sisters in exchange
for their prognostications-and the precept prevalent
in modern theatrical violence declaring that "nobody
goes down without a fight" allows Fleance to get in
a few strikes before Banquo bids him fly for his
safety. To cover his retreat, his adult guardian proceeds to dispatch two of their ambushers, with the
third wounding him mortally, then slashing his
throat to finish the job. Equality in self-defense also
inspires Lady McDuff, rather than passively submitting to her assassins, to draw steel on her attackers,
retreating only after they capture and threaten her
young son.
So many soldiers are slain during the alarums
and excursions accompanying the final battle
scenes that the chief source of suspense in the final
showdown between Macbeth and Macduffis our
conviction that the latter (as played with icy
restraint by Amy Harmon) is prepared to chew down
Burnham Wood, if necessary, to avenge himself on
his family's killer. The resulting duel to-the-death
combines sweat-and-grunt swordplay with hand+ohand combat, bringing the two adversaries into
contact of excruciating intimacy, until Macduff
declares his triumph and Macbeth, his sunender,
both in tones as full and resounding as if their
portrayers had not been engaging in strenuous
exercise just previous.

ALICB IN THE HOUSE OF CARROLL
fight choreography by Richard Gilbert &
David Gregory
The only thing that American theatre needs less
than another deconstru cted Alice In Wonderland
is another likewise deconstructedWizard of Oz,but
while the conceit of setting Lewis Carroll,s classic
fantasy in the red-light district of fin-de-siicle
Chicago-making Cheshire fancy-boy to the Madam
of Hearts, the "tea" party hosted by the homeless trio
of Madison, Harrison and Dom, and so forth-offers
more opportunity for style than substance, there's
no disputing its premise for some of the intricate
violence that is National Pastime Theatre and R & D
Choreography' s stock-in-trade.
In addition to the usual girl-on-girl slaps,
hairpulls and grapples associated with sportin' house
dynamics throughout history, we are presented with
a Grand Guignol beheading, executed with a
fireman's axe, that emerged less grisly on opening
night than one would expect. But the high point of
the evening was the neo-Jacobean shocker occurring
just before intermission (to allow for mop-up before
the next scene).

A fallen man lies on his side at the top of a
staircase, facing away from the audience, where he
is then fatally stabbed by the desperate heroine,
crouching upstage of her unconscious victim. After
a moment, a spigot concealed in the edge of the step
upon which the dead man rests proceeds to seep
blood, as if from underneath the body, continuing in
an agonizingly slow trickle down the four steps to
ultimately pool out on the floor.

The last thing you want fighterc actuqlly doing is
making it up as they go. But the recently-inaugurated
program promising "Fight Jams" are, in reality, a
series of informal workshops curated by Greg

Poljacik for actor-combatants of all levels to pursue
specialized skills too exotic to make the cut at the
big conferences-French apache dancing, for example, or "folkstyle" wrestling (anyone planning to
audition for The Elaborate Entrance of Chad Deity

at Victory Gardens in the

fall, take note). Upcomimg
curricula also include Contemporary Violence and
Aikido (the latter taught by Dwight Sora, choreographer for the recent Porchlight Theatre production of
Pacific Overtures). Locations and frequency of future
classes are yet to be determined, but they're FREE
(donations to cover the cost of renting the hall being
greatly appreciated, nonetheless). For information and
dates, e-mail gregpoljacik@yahoo.com.

MORE NOTCHES ON THE SIX-GUNS
He was competing against puppeteers, maskers
and animators (and not the Stuart Gordon variety),
but his exhilarating close-quarter swordplay, handto-hand mel6es, and chases on horseback for Lifeline
Theatre's smash hit adaptation of The Mark of Zorro
cinched Geoff Coates the 2009 Joseph Jefferson
award for Outstanding Artistic Specializati on.
Rej ectin g the faux-modest I-di dn' t-prep are- a- speech
stance invoked by many of the evening's other
winners, Coates first thanked the awards committee
for its recognition of "stage combat as a creative art
in its own right", then gave a shout-out to Fight
Master David Woolley ("He taught me to throw my
first punch") and concluded with a chivalrous salute
to his four contenders in this apples-and-oranges
category by offering to draw steel backstage and
divide the precious prize into five sections ',so we
can

all have a part of it".

This latest honor now puts Coates one Jeff and
two After Darks ahead of Matthew Hawkins for the
unofficial title of Chicago theatre's Most Decorated
Fight Choreographer (Non-Equity division)-not
that anybody's keeping score, mind. But with
upcoming productions already scheduled for the fall
season calling for pirates, wrestlers and duellists (in
addition to several plays currently receiving readings at Chicago Dramatists Workshop, atl of which
are reported to include fight scenes), can anyone
doubt that we are embarking on a burgeoning age
of renewed opportunities for old-fashioned good vs.
evil, take-no-pri soners ultravi olence-with nobody
getting hurt.

"Audiences will let you
shoot a person

in aplay-

but not a cat."
-Steve
MOULINET: An Action Quarterly
P.O. Box 392

LaGrange, IL 60525
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